The monthly newsletter „GED Monthly Brief“ from the Global Economic Dynamics Project of the Bertelsmann Stiftung informs about current international economic issues and interdependencies. We particularly keep you updated about the latest study results and events of the GED project.

- **21.04.2020**, GED Newsletter: Countries across the globe scramble to cope with the COVID19 pandemic
- **02.04.2020**, Webinar Invitation: Whatever it Takes: Germany and the US Tackle the Lockdown Economy on April 9th, 4pm (CEST)
- **30.03.2020**, WTO Reform: New Publications and Webinar
- **30.03.2020**, Special GED Newsletter: A summary of our blog posts tied to the corona crisis
- **11.03.2020**, GED Newsletter: The Coronavirus disrupts globalization-as-usual
- **19.02.2020**, GED Newsletter: Globalization demands new answers of states and cities
- **17.02.2020**, GED Newsletter: Happy 25th Anniversary, WTO!
- **23.01.2020**, GED Newsletter: Demography Meets Globalization - How Does Aging Change International Trade?
• 26.11.2019, Survey on WTO Dispute Settlement and the Appellate Body Crisis
• 29.10.2019, GED Newsletter: Germany’s Success in the Globalized Economy
• 17.02.2020, GED Newsletter: Taking a Look at the Bigger Picture
• 30.08.2019, GED Newsletter: AI, Robots, and 3D printing – Game Changers for the World Economy?
• 31.07.2019, GED Newsletter: Digitalization Is Reshaping International Trade
• 10.07.2019, GED Survey: Your Opinion Matters!
• 27.06.2019, GED Newsletter: Euro Appreciation – Blessing or Curse for the Euro Zone?
• 28.05.2019, GED Newsletter: The Second Largest Economy and the Biggest Democracy Went to the Polls
• 04.05.2019, Einladung zum Fachgespräch “Globalisierung kaputt? Kann man das reparieren oder muss das weg?” am 13. Mai 2019
• 30.04.2019, GED Newsletter: Brexit Means Different Things for Different Industries
• 28.03.2019, GED Newsletter: Societies Can Reap Dividends from Aging Populations
• 27.02.2019, GED Newsletter: How Does Digitization Transform the Global Economy?
• 12.02.2019, GED Newsletter: Economic Outlook for the Year 2019
• 29.11.2018, GED Newsletter of November 2018: Effects of Trade on Voting Behavior, Brazil’s Election, China’s Debt & GVCs
• 27.09.2018, GED Newsletter of September 2018: 10 Years after Lehman
• 29.08.2018, GED Newsletter of August 2018: North Americans Remain United on Trade but Divided on NAFTA
• 28.05.2018, GED Newsletter of May 2018: Is China Systematically Buying Up German Key Technologies?
• 27.03.2018, GED Newsletter of March 2018: Trump's Tariffs and GED Insight Video Series on US-Protectionism
• 08.03.2018, GED Newsletter of February 2018: GED@WTO Ministerial Conference, the Greek Economy and Indonesia's Growth Potential
• 29.01.2018, GED Newsletter of January 2018: The World Economy in 2018, Iran, Turkey and an Open Internship Position
• 01.03.2018, GED-Webinar: Boosting Digital Services Trade - Potentials and Obstacles
• 30.08.2017, GED Newsletter of August 2017: The Drivers Behind Globalization and Lessons from the East and from the Past
• 31.07.2017, GED Newsletter of July 2017: G20, the EU-Japan Summit and Globalization in Africa
• 28.06.2017, GED Newsletter of June 2017: UK Elections, Trade with India and the German Export Surplus
• 30.05.2017, GED Newsletter of May 2017: India, NAFTA, Globalization and the Welfare State
• 29.05.2017, GED-Webinar: EU-India Trade Deal – Learn More about its Economic Effects and Policy Implications
• 03.05.2017, GED-Webinar: France Has a New President – What Next?
• 30.03.2017, GED Newsletter of March 2017: Brexit, Japan and a Plea for More Inclusive Trade
• 23.03.2017, GED-Webinar: EU-Japan Trade Deal – Learn more about its Economic Effects and Policy Implications
• 30.03.2017, GED Newsletter of February 2017
• 30.01.2017, GED Newsletter of January 2017
• 23.01.2017, GED-Webinar on Turkey at the Crossroads – Economic Perspectives on a Country in Turbulence
• 28.11.2016, GED Newsletter of November 2016
• 23.11.2016, GED Webinar: Going Global – China has become a major outward Investor
• 28.11.2016, GED Newsletter of October 2016
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Möchten Sie mehr Informationen zu unserer Projektarbeit und zu Veranstaltungen erhalten?

Bitte registrieren Sie sich hier.